
The Church Review (l^mion, Eng.): ** -^ most interesting book."

The Kock (London, Eng.) : "Its accuracy is guaranteed by an array

of authorities. It is interesting in the telling, graphic in detail."

The Ensilish Churchman (London, Eng.): "A most interesting

book on an historical episode known to few except advanced students in

history."

The Church Times (Lon(\oa, Eng.): "The story ... is very well

told. . . A welcome addition to our supply of history books."

The Methodist Magazine (Toronto) :
" It exhibits the methods of the

new school of history in giving vivid pictures founded upon contemporary

chronicles and other authorities of the condition of the people, instead of

dry-as-dust records of the doings of kings. . . It is an admirable example

of the best methods of historical study."

The Knox College Monthly (Toronto) : "Tells in a very interesting

way the story of one of the many attempts made to revive the v/ar

cry of the crusaders in later days. The numerous notes referring to

r^nthorities as proof of statements made attest the painstaking minuteness

with which the author has made himself master of the literature from which

the account has been gathered. . . In the fourth chapter, a graphic picture

is given of English ecclesiastical life.

"

The Canadian Churchman (Toronto) : " The great merit of a work

of this kind is its patient wofking up of a picture from disjointed scraps of

information. . . Mr. Wrong has wonderfully caught the spirit of the

fourteenth century."

The Evangelical Churchman (Toronto) :
" Written from knowledge

gathered at first hand, as the many notes scattered throughout the volume

indicate. . . The style is clear and gou<1, the narrative is interestin?,

and the literary talent of the au hor is abundantly evident."


